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The last two centuries seem to stand testament to the widely assumed connection between  
prosperity and democracy. In 1800, there was not a single bona fide democracy in the world, and 
global GDP per capita hovered around a mere US$667. In the wake of the Industrial Revolution’s  
massive productivity gains and worldwide industrialisation, global GDP per capita was pushed to 
just shy of US$12,000 in 2011, while the number of democracies rose to an all-time high of 96.  
This mirrors a striking correlation between economic development and democratisation in  
particular countries: In the past 200 years, the transition from dictatorship to democracy,  
on average, accompanied an increase in a country’s GDP per capita of US$33,330.

In the last few decades, however, the connection between economic development and  
democratisation has frayed. Between 1972 and 2012, the transition from dictatorship to democracy 
would have, on average, required an increase in a country’s GDP per capita of a staggering 
US$499,999. At the same time, the global spread of democracy stalled in the face of a revitalised 
authoritarian challenge. Typified by the seemingly perpetual presidency of Vladimir Putin in Russia 
and the monarchical and Islamist House of Thani in Qatar, authoritarian regimes around the  
world are successfully plotting paths to relative peace and prosperity.

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) arguably presides over the leading model of successful 
authoritarian rule. Under the stewardship of a one-party state, China now boasts the world’s 
second-largest economy, a middle-class of more than 400 million, and an average annual economic 
growth rate of more than 10% over the last 35 years. Despite this spectacular explosion of 
prosperity, it is commonly believed that the economic, social and political shortcomings of China’s  
authoritarian system will make democratic reforms essential, while the country’s rapidly expanding 
middle-class will demand more accountability and political freedom from government.

Contrary to dire predictions, the CCP’s authoritarian one-party system looks set to buck the  
trend of democratic reforms following economic development and an expanding middle-class.  
As much as 75% of the Chinese middle-class think that citizens do not need to participate in 
government decision-making, and only 25% believe multiple parties should be able to contest 
elections. Furthermore, 72% of Chinese say they are satisfied with national conditions, and  
76% expect to improve their position in society over the next five years.

Although ensuring that the one-party state is able to meet rising expectations requires robust 
reforms to stamp out corruption, mitigate environmental degradation, and rein in government 
interference in society, the CCP seems to have the will and wherewithal to see through such an 
ambitious agenda. The CCP is authoritarian in that it will not countenance any challenge to its 
grip on government, and yet it also has the capacity to undertake necessary reforms to bolster its  
power and stave off popular dissatisfaction.
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The CCP’s evolving model of ‘accountable authoritarianism’ combines top-down  
decision-making with sensitivity to popular opinion to ensure that public policy broadly 
reflects society’s preferences. Notwithstanding ‘black swan’ events that could precipitate  
regime change (e.g. severe inflation or a major economic slowdown) the political survival  
of the CCP’s accountable authoritarian system is secure. By pursuing a moderate reformist 
agenda within the framework of one-party rule, the CCP is set to prove that prosperity  
need not produce democracy.
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The end of history
As the Soviet Empire entered its death throes and the Iron Curtain crumbled across 
Eastern Europe, the institutions and ideas of free societies and markets seemed 
irrepressible. Having outflanked authoritarian imperialism, belligerent fascism, and 
communist totalitarianism during humanity’s bloodiest and most brutal wars between 
1914 and 1991, capitalist liberal democracy reigned supreme.* With China already 
drifting from its communist moorings and all forms of authoritarianism—nationalist, 
monarchical, military and otherwise—having lost the moral high ground, if not the 
reins of government as well, all of capitalist liberal democracy’s serious ideological 
competitors had been defeated.1

Typifying the ebullient mood among the world’s liberal elites, Francis Fukuyama 
speculated that we were witnessing nothing short of ‘an unabashed victory of  
economic and political liberalism.’2 The ‘end of history’ had arrived; politically  
and economically, there was ‘nothing else towards which we could expect to evolve.’3 
The ‘occurrence of events, even large and grave events,’ had obviously not come to 
an end.4 But liberal democracy had emerged as the global gold standard of political 
legitimacy, while capitalism was clearly the most effective economic system for  
securing humanity’s material wellbeing.

As the Cold War morphed into the era of unchallenged US global primacy,  
capitalist liberal democracy looked set to consolidate its hard-won gains. This was 
not just because an unrivalled hegemon with political and economic freedom in its  
DNA would spur the spread of liberal economics and politics; it was also because 
worldwide industrialisation and prosperity would make the world safe for liberal 
democracy.5 Capitalist liberal democracy was fated to ‘create a world in its own image’ 
(to appropriate Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels’ famous phrase): As global commerce 
swelled the ranks of the world’s middle-class, authoritarianism would give way to  
forms of liberal democracy that could cater to the needs and aspirations of newly 
prosperous and assertive citizens.6

Although gushing, the triumphalism provoked by communism’s collapse and  
US pre-eminence was short-lived. In the decades since the end of the Cold War,  
capitalist liberal democracies have faced menacing ideological, political, economic 
and military threats. Genocide and brutal civil war in the Balkans, Rwanda, the  
Democratic Republic of the Congo, and Syria brought the practical limits of  
a ‘new world order’ built on liberal internationalist ideals into bloody relief.7  
Resurgent and emboldened strains of Islamic fundamentalism made it terrifyingly  
clear that powerful and profoundly illiberal poles of ideological influence remained.8 
The seemingly inexorable rise of authoritarian politics and state capitalism in China  
and Russia punctured the confidence in the supremacy of free markets and 
societies.9 And systemic financial and sovereign debt risk shook faith in the free 
market and set in motion waves of extra-electoral political frustration in established  
parliamentary democracies.10

Nevertheless, faith in the inevitable evolution of political and economic life  
towards something resembling capitalist liberal democracy endures. This steadfast  
belief that the world will eventually liberalise and democratise partly reflects an  
aspiration that all individuals should be able to take advantage of the freedoms,  
rights and material prosperity that the world’s capitalist liberal democracies enjoy 
in abundance. Importantly, though, it is also the product of a simple and powerful  
narrative that holds sway in the world’s wealthy liberal democracies.

*  What historian Eric Hobsbawm called the ‘short twentieth century’ between 1914 and 1991 was one of the most  
destructive and dangerous periods in history. World Wars I and II killed as many as 100 million people, while the  
spectre of nuclear annihilation haunted the globe during the Cold War. See Eric Hobsbawm, Age of Extremes:  
The Short Twentieth Century 1914–1991 (London: Abacus, 1995).
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From ordinary citizens to policymakers, academics, bureaucrats, and elites in politics 
and business, it is commonly thought that prosperity and democracy go hand in hand.** 
As countries become wealthy, they also become democratic; middle-class consumers 
demand open and accountable government and handcrafted European handbags  
alike. In short, the liberal democratic orthodoxy is that despite renewed ideological, 
political, economic and military challenges, the worldwide rise of liberal democracy  
will continue as globalisation spreads prosperity.11

The proliferation of prosperous liberal democracies
Modernisation theory is typically used to explain the supposed connection between 
prosperity and democracy: As political and economic systems evolve in tandem, 
industrialisation begets democratisation and vice versa.12 Diverse economic, social 
and political hypotheses can be found in support of modernisation theory. Wealthier  
citizens are more politically demanding; sophisticated industrialised economies 
require more open and responsive democratic decision-making; and the abundance of 
communication channels in wealthy and technologically advanced societies naturally 
undermine authoritarian rule. Whatever the precise explanation, modernisation 
theory’s core tenet—that economic development and democratisation march in  
step—is commonly thought to account for democracy’s global spread in the age of 
worldwide industrialisation.13

Rather than a reflection of economic, social and political reality, suspicions 
might be raised that the connection between newfound wealth and hunger for 
political participation and freedom actually projects the wealthy liberal democrat’s 
hopes.14 And yet the last two centuries of history tell the story of a remarkable  
correlation between economic development and democratisation. Just as individual 
wealth has surged, so too has democracy’s global fortunes.

As Western Europe and then North America saw a monumental expansion of 
economic productivity during the Industrial Revolution, democracies began to emerge 
and monarchical absolutism waned. Notwithstanding brief periods of democratic 
decline during World War II and the collapse of many unstable post-colonial  
democracies in the 1960s and 1970s, democracy seems to have ridden the wave of  
rising prosperity as it spread around the world from the North Atlantic. Indeed, one 
could be forgiven for thinking that the fate of democracy was tied to the hip pockets  
of citizens.

** Following the Freedom House and Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) democracy indexes, democracy is a system of 
government that embodies basic liberal democratic values. Democracies feature government based on majority rule 
and consent of the governed; free and fair elections; protection of minority rights; respect for basic human rights; 
equality before the law; due process; and political pluralism. See The Economist Intelligence Unit, Democracy Index 2012: 
Democracy at a Standstill (London: The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2013), 24–29; Freedom House, Freedom in the World 
2013 (Washington, DC: Freedom House, 2013), 32–34. It should be noted that democracy need not be a dichotomous 
concept according to which a regime is either democratic or non-democratic. Instead, this report relies on a continuous 
conception of democracy encompassing various degrees of democratisation. These degrees include liberal democracy of 
the type described above; parliamentary democracy that involves electoral competition without the protection of many 
liberal rights and freedoms; and pseudo-democracy that possesses some of the formal constitutional requirements for 
democracy without genuinely institutionalising democratic practice. See Larry Diamond, ‘Is the Third Wave Over?’  
Journal of Democracy 7:3 (1996), 21, 23, 25. For a fuller discussion of the merits of dichotomous versus continuous 
conceptions of democracy and other conceptual questions, see Carles Boix, Michael Miller, and Sebastian Rosato,  
‘A Complete Data Set of Political Regimes, 1800–2007,’ Comparative Political Studies (2012).
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In 1800, there was not a single bona fide democracy in the world, and global GDP 
per capita hovered around a mere US$667.*** 15 The subsequent century saw slow but  
solid democratic gains in European nations and their settler colonies, bringing the  
number of democracies worldwide to 15 by the eve of World War I.16 At the same 
time, global GDP per capita rose to approximately US$1,525, thanks to massive 
productivity gains spurred by the Industrial Revolution, particularly in the North  
Atlantic economies.17

Following the disintegration of European empires after World War II, and subsequent 
decolonisation, the number of democracies rose to 35 or so by the early 1970s. 
This coincided with rapid industrialisation in East Asia and the post-war economic  
recovery in the North Atlantic, which together pushed global GDP per capita above 
US$4,000.18 By the early 2000s, global GDP per capita had surpassed US$6,000, 
while more than 80 democracies had taken root around the world.19 With breakneck 
economic development in emerging economies pushing global GDP per capita to just 
shy of US$12,000 in 2011, the number of democracies rose to an all-time high of 96.20

Figure 1: Growth in global GDP per capita and number of democracies, 1800–2012****

*** Although it might seem anomalous, the United States is typically not considered genuinely democratic until the age 
of Jacksonian democracy, which roughly coincided with the presidency of Andrew Jackson, 1829 to 1837. This period 
saw the expansion of the franchise to all men of European heritage, and greater decision-making powers taken from 
state and federal legislatures and given to voters. See ‘American President: Andrew Jackson (1767–1845),’ The Miller 
Center. Pre-1972 democracy scores are taken from the Policy IV data set. Carles Boix, Michael Miller, and Sebastian 
Rosato have developed a competing dataset that covers the same period as Polity IV and includes a minimal suffrage 
requirement (omitted by Polity IV). See Carles Boix, Michael Miller, and Sebastian Rosato, ‘A Complete Data Set of 
Political Regimes, 1800–2007,’ as above, 13. However, as this report is focused on measuring the relationship between 
incremental economic development and democratisation and Boix, Miller and Rosato’s dataset is ‘geared toward  
the [dichotomous] distinction between democracy and nondemocracy,’ the Polity IV dataset is used throughout for  
pre-1972 democracy scores. See as above, 20.

**** GDP per capita data for 1800 to 2001 comes from Angus Maddison, The World Economy Volume 2: Historical 
Statistics (Paris: OECD Publishing, 2006) while 2012 GDP per capita data comes from the World Bank and mostly  
reflects 2011 data. GDP per capita data from 1820 is used for 1800.

Source: Various.21

There is also a striking correlation between rising prosperity and democratisation 
in particular countries. In 1800, no country for which data is available for the last  
200 years qualified as a fully fledged democracy, and every country had a GDP  
per capita of less than US$2,000.22 By 2001, all but one of these countries was  
democratic and the average GDP per capita had risen to nearly US$18,000.23  
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On average, a country improved its democracy score by 1 point (out of a possible 
10 points) for every increase in GDP per capita of US$4,995. This implies that, 
on average, the transition from dictatorship to democracy—an improvement in  
a country’s democracy score from 0 to 10—accompanied an increase in GDP per capita 
of US$49,995.†

Figure 2: Changes in GDP per capita and democracy score in select countries, 
1800–2001††

† The democracy scores used throughout this report range from 0 (thoroughly undemocratic regime) to 10 (genuine 
liberal democracy). As indicated, these democracy scores are variously based on the Polity IV, Freedom House, and  
EIU democracy indexes. For simplicity, all these indexes are standardised as a score of 0 to 10.

†† GDP per capita data from 1820 is used for 1800. Belgium’s 1830 democracy score is used for 1800. C1, C2 and C3 are 
Austria, Sweden and Japan, respectively.

Source: Polity IV Project, ‘Political Regime Characteristics and Transitions, 1800–2012,’ 
www.systemicpeace.org/polity/polity4.htm; Angus Maddison, The World Economy 
Volume 2: Historical Statistics (Paris: OECD Publishing, 2006), 262.

Not only does Figure 2 show that increases in GDP per capita were, on average, 
associated with large democratic dividends, but it underplays the strength of the 
correlation between economic development and democratisation. The data records  
the massive post-Industrial Revolution increase in GDP per capita in the United States 
without reflecting the important democratic reforms that took place shortly before 
1800. In addition, the data does not account for the dramatic concomitant rises in 
prosperity and democracy in European settler colonies, such as Australia, New Zealand  
and Canada. Imputing rough values for these pieces of missing data suggests that 
countries, on average, improved their democracy score by 1 point for every GDP  
per capita increase of US$3,330. This in turn implies that a transition from 
dictatorship to democracy, on average, accompanied an increase in GDP per capita  
of US$33,330.
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Figure 3: Changes in GDP per capita and democracy score in select countries, 
1800–2001†††

†††  GDP per capita data from 1820 is used for 1800. The United States is given a democracy score of 0 for 1800  
to reflect pre-independence eighteenth century colonial rule. Countries classified as ‘other Western offshoots’  
(e.g. Canada, New Zealand and Australia) are collectively given a democracy score of 0 for 1800 to reflect  
pre-independence eighteenth century colonial rule. Belgium’s 1830 democracy score is used for 1800. C1, C2, C3  
and C4 are Austria, Sweden, Japan and a weighted collection of ‘other Western offshoots,’ such as Australia,  
New Zealand and Canada, respectively.

Source: Polity IV Project, ‘Political Regime Characteristics and Transitions, 1800–2012,’ 
www.systemicpeace.org/polity/polity4.htm; Angus Maddison, The World Economy 
Volume 2: Historical Statistics (Paris: OECD Publishing, 2006), 262.

The long-term correlation between increases in levels of prosperity and democracy 
does not show that economic development causes democratisation. Synchronised 
economic development and democratisation could be the product of disparate 
causes or a common third cause. As Seymour Martin Lipset, one of the pioneers 
of modernisation theory, conceded in an influential academic paper published in  
the 1950s:

The high correlations which appear in the data to be presented between  
democracy and other institutional characteristics of societies  
[e.g. high GDP per capita] must not be overly stressed, since unique events  
may account for either the persistence or the failure of democracy in any  
particular society.24

Lipset’s caution is wise; even the strongest correlations do not entail causation. 
However, the striking correlation does at least indicate that over the last couple of 
centuries, economic development and democratisation have typically accompanied  
each other.

Even if we step back from the macro view of two centuries of history, modernisation 
theory still looks plausible. Despite the rapid technological, political, social and 
economic changes of recent decades, prosperity and democracy are still strongly 
correlated throughout the world. Prosperous countries tend to score well in indexes of 
democracy, while poor countries are often relatively undemocratic. In fact, for every 
extra US$14,281 in GDP per capita, on average, countries have democracy scores  
1 point higher.
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Figure 4: GDP per capita and democracy score, 2012††††

††††  This democracy score is a composite score equally weighted between the EIU democracy and Freedom House 
indexes. The GDP per capita data is taken from the World Bank and mostly reflects 2011 data.

§  The comparative ease of controlling geographically concentrated urban populations and providing them with services 
may mute democratic forces in city-states. At the same time, the immense wealth that states in control of large reserves 
of natural resources typically amass makes it easier to exercise political power and provide citizens with high standards of 
living, which is likely to create, as Robert J. Barro suggests, ‘less pressure for democratization than income associated with 
the accumulation of human and physical capital.’ See Robert J. Barro, ‘Determinants of Democracy,’ Journal of Political 
Economy 107:2 (1999), S164.

§§  This democracy score is a composite score equally weighted between the EIU democracy and Freedom House 
indexes. The GDP per capita data is taken from the World Bank and mostly reflects 2011 data. The city-states excluded 
are Hong Kong and Singapore. The natural resources dependent states excluded are the members of the Organization of 
the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and countries that derive more than 50% of their fiscal capacity from natural 
resources revenues: Algeria, Angola, Bahrain, Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Oman, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Trinidad and Tobago, United Arab Emirates, Venezuela and Yemen. See Organization of the Petroleum 
Exporting Countries (OPEC), ‘Member Countries,’ http://www.opec.org/opec_web/en/about_us/25.htm; Stephen Haber 
and Victor Menaldo, ‘Do Natural Resources Fuel Authoritarianism?: A Reappraisal of the Resource Curse,’ American 
Political Science Review 105:1 (February 2011), 4–11.

Source: Various.25

Although prosperity and democracy are typically found together, democratisation 
tends to be delayed in city-states and states that are heavily reliant on revenues from 
natural resources.§ Excluding countries in these categories (e.g. Singapore and Qatar) 
therefore produces an even stronger correlation between prosperity and democracy.  
For every extra US$9,996 in GDP per capita, on average, countries have democracy 
scores 1 point higher.

Figure 5: GDP per capita and democracy score (excluding city and natural 
resources dependent states), 2012§§

Source: Various.26
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Neither the strong current worldwide correlation between prosperity and  
democracy nor the historical correlation between rising prosperity and democratic  
reforms establish a causal relationship between economic development and 
democratisation. Nevertheless, this evidence is at least consistent with modernisation 
theory’s central hypothesis that, as Lipset famously argued, ‘Increased wealth is … 
related causally to the development of democracy.’27 Although this causal relationship 
remains to be established, the idea that rising prosperity leads to democracy looks  
increasingly plausible.

Liberal democracy’s discontents
Since the heady post-Cold War days of liberal democratic triumphalism, the last great 
waves of worldwide democratisation have peaked.§§§ Between 1988 and 1998, the  
number of countries designated ‘free’ by Freedom House shot up from 60 (36% 
of countries) to 88 (46% of countries).28 With the Soviet empire imploding in the 
1980s and early 1990s, and globalisation spreading the mantra of open markets and  
societies around the world, it seemed as if the rise of liberal democracy was ineluctable.

In the 15 years after 1998, however, the percentage of countries that were 
liberal and democratic remained unchanged at 46%, representing a real increase 
of just 2.29 And despite this small rise in the overall number of free nations to 90, 
countries that saw democratic backsliding outnumbered those that experienced 
democratic gains. As Freedom House ruefully observed, ‘2012 … marks the 
seventh consecutive year in which countries with declines outnumbered those with 
improvements.’30 It may be overly pessimistic to conclude, as Joshua Kurlantzick 
from the Council on Foreign Relations does, that the first decades of the  
twenty-first century have seen liberal democracy go one step forward, two steps 
backwards.31 Nevertheless, liberal democracy’s spectacular twentieth century victories 
over fascism and communism have hardly been consolidated.

This is not just a matter of momentary stagnation; it arguably points to an 
often overlooked aspect of the relationship between economic development 
and democratisation. Just as liberal democracy’s worldwide advance ground to  
a near-complete halt, global prosperity continued to surge. Between 1998 (when liberal 
democracy’s progress plateaued) and 2011, global GDP per capita increased by more 
than US$5,000—from US$6,321 in 1998 to US$11,616 in 2011—representing  
a rise of 84%.32 These twin mega-trends suggest there is more to the story of  
the relationship between economic development and democratisation than a 
graph plotting a simple correlation reveals. Indeed, digging a little deeper into the 
data and comparing changes in the levels of prosperity and democracy shows that  
newfound wealth is not, on average, associated with a substantial democratic dividend.

Between 1972 and 2012, economic development was, on average, associated 
with negligible improvements in a country’s Freedom House score. For every GDP  
per capita increase of US$49,999, a country’s democracy score only rose, on average, 
by 1 point. This means that improving a country’s Freedom House categorisation  
from ‘not free’ to ‘free’ would have, on average, required an increase in GDP per capita 
of a staggering US$499,999. Assuming that this weak correlation between economic 
development and democratisation holds, any realistic increase in GDP per capita is 
unlikely to be associated with a significant increase in a country’s democracy score.

§§§  It is typically thought that there have been three major waves of democratisation: A long, slow wave starting with 
Jacksonian democracy in the United States in the 1820s and lasting until the Great Depression and democratic counter-
currents in the 1920s; a second wave from the defeat of the fascist Axis powers in the 1940s to the democratic retreat in 
newly established post-colonial democracies in the 1960s; and a third wave beginning with the fall of military regimes in 
Portugal, Spain and Greece in the 1970s and gaining momentum in the 1980s and 1990s with the end of the Cold War. 
See Larry Diamond, ‘Is the Third Wave Over?’ as above, 20. Some scholars have pointed to an apparent fourth wave of 
global democratisation—affecting countries such as Indonesia and Iraq—which peaked in the late 1990s and continued 
into the early 2000s. See Joshua Kurlantzick, Democracy in Retreat: The Revolt of the Middle Class and the Worldwide 
Decline of Representative Government (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013), 51.
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Figure 6: Changes in GDP per capita and democracy score, 1972–2012§§§§

§§§§  GDP per capita data for the last available year of the Penn World Table (2010) is used for 2012.

‡  Although not the focus of this report, the evidence from the last 40 years also undermines the theory that countries 
become wealthy because they are democratic. If improvements in democracy scores are not strongly correlated with 
increases in GDP per capita, then we can conclude that just as economic development is, on average, associated with a 
meagre democratic dividend, democratisation is also, on average, associated with a meagre economic dividend.

Source: Freedom House, Freedom in the World (Washington, DC: Freedom House, 
2013); Center for International Comparisons of Production, Income and Prices, ‘Penn 
World Table,’ https://pwt.sas.upenn.edu/php_site/pwt_index.php.

To see just how weak the association between economic development and 
democratisation is, let us consider one of the highest levels of GDP per capita  
growth of any country between 1972 and 2012. Even if a country’s GDP  
per capita rose by as much as Singapore’s—a monumental rise of US$47,057 in  
a 40-year period—it would only improve its democracy score by 0.94 points if,  
the weak correlation between economic development and democratisation held. 
Given that such a prodigious rise in prosperity in such a short period is extremely 
rare, economic development is, on average, likely to be only associated with  
insignificant democratisation. Indeed, the connection between economic  
development and democratisation is still extremely weak even if city-states and  
states that are dependent on natural resources are excluded: On average, a rise 
of US$49,999 in a country’s GDP per capita is associated with an increase of only  
one point in its democracy score.

Clearly, rising prosperity is not necessarily matched by democratic reforms.  
Countries can become poorer while they become more democratic (e.g. Liberia),  
just as they can become wealthier as they become less democratic (e.g. Malaysia).  
Equally, countries can see their wealth stagnate as they become more democratic 
(e.g. Malawi), just as they can expand their wealth as democratic progress stalls  
(e.g. Morocco). In short, economic development is not, on average, associated with 
significant democratisation.‡ 33

The weak correlation between economic development and democratisation over 
the last 40 years leaves us with a difficult question: Why have economic development 
and democratisation stopped moving in tandem after having done so for the last 
two centuries (figures 1, 2 and 3)?34 One plausible hypothesis is that prosperity and 
democracy emerged concurrently in certain European nations and some of their  
former colonies as a result of an exceptional confluence of events.35 These societies 
embarked on development paths that simultaneously reined in the powers of elites 
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through greater democratic rights and produced rapid economic development by 
combining industrial methods of production and relative freedom of commerce.36  
In other words, political rights and freedoms flourished just as citizens began to enjoy 
never-before-seen wealth, thanks to the Industrial Revolution’s massive productivity 
gains and the growth of truly global commerce.

The idea that prosperity and democracy emerged concomitantly in certain 
European nations and some of their former colonies because of a contingent  
combination of political and economic developments suggests the current  
worldwide correlation between prosperity and democracy (figures 4 and 5) is not 
structural. Rather, it may be the legacy of certain societies having taken divergent 
development paths towards a free economy and society.37 Prosperity and democracy 
progressing hand in hand may therefore not be the norm; it may have only been a 
historical anomaly peculiar to certain European nations and some of their settler  
colonies in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.38

The hypothesis that democracy is the result not of prosperity but certain contingent 
historical factors is supported by the correlation between an early date of independence 
and a high democracy score. Countries that gained independence before the twentieth 
century—overwhelmingly from Europe and the Americas—are much more likely to 
be democratic.39 By contrast, the majority of countries with low democracy scores—
below Freedom House’s ‘partly free’ category—achieved independence after 1900.40  
The connection between a high democracy score and an early date of independence  
is so strong that a state with the highest democracy score of 10 would, on average,  
have gained independence in 1799, while a state with the lowest democracy score  
of 0 would, on average, have gained independence in 1984.41

Figure 7: Year of independence and democracy score, 2012‡‡

‡‡  Although this democracy score is based purely on the Freedom House Freedom in the World index, the strong 
correlation between an early date of independence and a high democracy score remains if the democracy score is 
instead calculated by giving equal weight to the EIU democracy and Freedom House Freedom in the World indexes.

Source: Freedom House, Freedom in the World (Washington, DC: Freedom House, 
2013); The CIA World Factbook, ‘Independence,’ www.cia.gov/library/publications/ 
the-world-factbook/fields/2088.html.

The correlation between an early date of independence and democracy, striking 
though it is, obviously does not demonstrate that an early date of independence causes 
democracy.42 Rather, it adds weight to the hypothesis that the strong contemporary 
correlation between prosperity and democracy can be explained by the specific 
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development paths historically taken by certain European nations and some of their 
former colonies.

Clearly, there is no proof of a causal connection between economic development 
and democratisation.43 Not only is the association between economic development and 
democratisation over the last 40 years extremely weak, but the striking contemporary 
correlation between prosperity and democracy is consistent with currently wealthy 
and democratic states having taken specific development paths that simultaneously 
fostered wealth and democratic government. Consequently, even if rising prosperity  
is, on average, associated with democracy getting a small hand up, this minor advantage 
may not actually be a result of economic development per se.

An authoritarian resurgence
The idea of divergent development paths is able to explain the striking contemporary 
correlation between prosperity and democracy without relying on an unsubstantiated 
causal relationship between economic development and democratisation.44 However, 
this is not the complete story of the early twenty-first century’s expanding prosperity 
and liberal democratic standstill.45 With fascism and communism defeated in the  
short twentieth century of 1914 to 1991, the post-Cold War waves of democratisation 
have now stalled in the face of savvy forms of authoritarianism. From state capitalism 
(e.g. China under the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)) to anti-democratic  
populism (e.g. Russia under the seemingly perpetual presidency of Vladimir Putin) 
and technocratic and monarchical Islamism (e.g. Qatar under the House of Thani),  
global democratisation now confronts a revitalised authoritarian challenge.46

Although these various models of authoritarianism have distinct origins, 
employ different methods of governance, and do not represent cohesive ideological  
competitors to liberal democracy’s vision of open societies and markets, they  
nevertheless serve their citizens’ limited material interests.47 These authoritarian  
regimes crush their political opponents and heavily restrict political rights and 
freedoms, and yet they also meet basic human needs by successfully executing the 
core functions typically ascribed to government: They make and enforce rules and  
deliver services.48

The CCP does not tolerate any challenge to its rule, controls the judiciary,  
censors the Internet, and keeps more than 1,400 political activists behind bars.49  
Nevertheless, the CCP has also given the Chinese more personal freedom than they 
have enjoyed at almost any time in their nation’s thousands of years of history, while  
presiding over more than 30 years of uninterrupted economic growth that has lifted  
roughly 600 million Chinese out of poverty.‡‡‡50 Although Russia under Putin has seen  
repeated electoral irregularities, crackdowns on non-governmental organisations, and 
state interference in media reporting, on average, the economy has expanded by more  
than 5% a year since he assumed the presidency in 2000, and GDP per capita 
has increased from approximately US$8,000 in 2000 to US$22,000 in 2011.51 
Notwithstanding the ruling family’s monopoly on political power and proposed  
media laws that would criminalise criticism of the government, Qatar has a GDP per 
capita of approximately US$88,000 and the highest Human Development Index score  
in the Arab world.52

The success of these authoritarian regimes seems startling when their performance 
is compared to the recent stumbles of some of the world’s leading liberal democracies. 
While 70% of Chinese said they were better off financially in 2012 than in 2007, 
only 11% of Japanese said the same; while GDP per capita rose by 173% in Russia 
in the decade before 2011, it only rose by 24% in United Kingdom during the  

‡‡‡  Although debatable, the Chinese may have enjoyed more personal freedom during the republican era in the early 
decades of the twentieth century.
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same period.53 Although striking, such comparisons are not particularly instructive. 
Growth rates and levels of satisfaction do not reveal much about the success of  
a model of government because these measures are largely a function of factors  
unrelated to whether a country is democratic or authoritarian. These factors could  
include a country’s position on the development path (e.g. Japan’s urbanised  
post-industrial economy versus China’s rapidly urbanising developing economy) or 
the availability of natural resources and prevailing economic conditions (e.g. Russia’s 
massive oil and natural gas reserves versus the United Kingdom’s economic battering 
during the global financial crisis).

The real significance of the revitalised authoritarian challenge to continued global 
democratisation is not the superior performance of particular regimes on certain  
metrics. Rather, the rise of successful forms of authoritarianism casts doubt on the  
idea that the world will be remade in the image of capitalist liberal democracy because 
only this economic and political system can satisfy basic human needs and desires.54 
Capitalist liberal democracy’s twentieth century victories against expansionist forms 
of fascism and communism were hard-won and yet also unequivocal. Now capitalist 
liberal democracy faces unassuming but more formidable challenges: Shrewd forms 
of authoritarianism that deny citizens democratic rights and freedoms while carefully 
plotting paths to relative peace and prosperity.

The success of various models of authoritarianism poses tough questions for  
liberal democrats. Will authoritarian regimes achieve a measure of legitimacy by 
securing material comfort without the checks and balances on power provided  
by robust parliamentary democracy? Will calls for democratic rights and freedoms be 
consigned to history as authoritarian regimes offer the personal freedom and prosperity 
that were once thought to thrive only in liberal democracies? And will citizens in 
dysfunctional democracies be drawn to authoritarian models of government as  
unelected leaders deliver on commitments to security and economic development?

The Chinese challenge
The most revealing test case for authoritarianism’s prospects is also the most important 
for the world-at-large. The CCP presides over the most populous nation in history 
and one of the most influential models of authoritarianism. The Chinese state’s  
evolution will not just affect the Chinese people; it will also shape the political and 
economic trajectories of countries around the world. Even if the CCP does not seek 
to export its authoritarian model, the power of diffusion means that the Chinese  
example will influence regimes in the Middle Kingdom’s neighbourhood and  
beyond.55 Indeed, as the Australian academic John Lee suggests, rather than ‘the 
last great Communist domino waiting to fall,’ China may well be a new ‘model for  
autocrats everywhere—from Asia to Africa and South America—to learn from.’56

Having only escaped international isolation and what journalist Rowan Callick 
calls Mao Zedong’s ‘cul de sac of collectivisation’ a little more than 30 years ago, the 
CCP has managed to pull off a massive resurgence in China’s international power  
and prestige, along with a mesmerising increase in prosperity.57 China boasts the  
world’s second-largest military budget and economy, and is expected to have  
the world’s largest economy by 2018 and spend more on its military than any other 
nation by the 2030s.58 Under the CCP’s stewardship, China’s middle-class has  
ballooned to more than 404 million—approximately 30% of the population—while 
the number of Chinese living in poverty has fallen to 170 million—just 13% of the 
population.59

The meteoric rise from poverty-stricken communist collectivism to comparative 
free-market abundance might be the most immediately striking feature of recent  
CCP rule, but the ‘Beijing consensus’ is no longer just a development strategy of 
nominally communist export-orientated state capitalism.60 The Chinese model has 
evolved into a blueprint for governance more broadly: authoritarian but competent 
top-down one-party decision-making. Could the success of this model make China’s 
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‘enlightened authoritarianism’ the harbinger of the end of the worldwide correlation 
between prosperity and democracy?61 And does this mean that the latest post-Cold  
War waves of democratisation will finally crash on the Great Wall of China?

As we have seen, economic development does not necessarily translate into 
democratisation. This suggests that China’s continued economic expansion—between 
7% and 8% in 2013 and 2014, with predicted annual growth rates of as much as 7% 
until 2023—is not reason to expect China to become a parliamentary democracy.62 
Despite this, the conventional wisdom is that China’s authoritarian system will  
eventually collapse and be replaced by a form of liberal democracy.63

Minxin Pei, a world-renowned China expert, maintains that China’s ‘current  
system is simply morally, intellectually bankrupt; it offers no future for the Chinese 
people.’64 This reflects the consensus view that a rapidly expanding middle-class will 
demand more accountability and political freedom from government, while economic, 
social, environmental and political problems born of institutional inflexibility will 
make democratic reforms essential.65 Just as the clamour of middle-class calls for 
accountability and the strain of authoritarianism’s inherent flaws precipitated 
regime change in Eastern Europe in 1989 and North Africa and the Middle East 
in 2011, Beijing’s CCP rulers will be swept from power. Some commentators 
and observers are even prepared to make precise predictions: The Hoover 
Institution’s Henry S. Rowen says China will rise into Freedom House’s ‘partly free’ 
 category by 2015, and will become ‘free’ by 2025.66

Not only is ‘the middle class on average more politically active than the lower or  
upper classes,’ but support for democracy tends to be approximately 5 to 20 percentage 
points higher among the middle-class than among lower income groups across the 
developing world.67 With China’s middle-class expected to expand from 404 million 
in 2011 (30% of the population) to 1,273 million by 2050 (92% of the population), 
there would seem to be a large and growing reservoir of support for democratisation.68 
This comes on top of already vocal demands for more democratic accountability 
across the nation: The 90,000 ‘mass incidents’—a euphemism for social unrest 
and protest—in China each year point to widespread appetite for more open and  
responsive government.69

Flagrant maladministration and severe environmental, social and political  
problems are also undermining the stability of CCP rule. Approximately 18,000  
corrupt CCP officials have collectively funnelled as much as US$120 billion out of 
China since 1990—equivalent to China’s entire education budget from 1978 to  
1998—and 143,000 government employees were convicted of graft or dereliction  
of duty between 2008 and 2012.70

At the same time, the CCP faces rising discontent from extremely unpopular 
policies, such as the One Child Policy (OCP) and forced land seizures, while rising 
income inequality and chronic pollution are constant thorns in the CCP’s side. The 
OCP continues to result in forced abortions; land seizures cause as much as two-
thirds of China’s 90,000 annual ‘mass incidents’; and 48% of Chinese think that the 
gap between rich and poor is a ‘very big problem.’71 Pollution in China’s northern  
industrial centres is so severe that residents of China’s south live at least five years 
longer than their northern counterparts, while air pollution accounted for 1.2 million 
premature deaths in 2010.72 The legitimacy of Han Chinese-dominated CCP rule is  
also challenged by China’s minorities: Ethnic riots in the restive Xinjiang province  
left nearly 200 dead in 2009 and political and inter-communal violence claimed  
more than 100 lives in the northern summer of 2013, while 122 Tibetans have  
self-immolated in a wave of protests that began in February 2009.73

Given these staggering economic, social, environmental and political problems,  
and a rising and restless middle-class, it appears that China’s authoritarian system is 
careening towards crises that will eventually force it to ‘democratise or die.’74
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The allure of authoritarianism with Chinese characteristics
It is easy for middle-class liberal democrats to assume that their prosperous peers  
want the same political rights and freedoms they cherish, and therefore confidently 
claim, as Fukuyama does, that ‘everywhere it has emerged, a modern middle 
class causes political ferment.’75 The first problem with this narrative is that it is 
wildly out of step with the attitudes and aspirations of the Chinese middle-class.  
Notwithstanding the need to interpret survey data with caution, the available  
evidence suggests that, like its South Korean and Taiwanese counterparts, the  
Chinese middle-class will not be at the forefront of any democratic movements.‡‡‡‡ 76

Using survey data collected in Beijing, Chengdu and Xi’an, academics Jie Chen and 
Chunlong Lu found that more than 90% of middle-class Chinese support protecting 
the right to work, education, free information, privacy of personal correspondence,  
and travel abroad, while more than 80% support protecting the right to reside  
anywhere in the country and worship freely.77 Despite an appetite for individual rights 
and freedoms, the Chinese middle-class’ interest in political rights and freedoms  
is lukewarm.78

As much as 75% of the Chinese middle-class think they do not need to participate 
in government decision-making, and only 25% say multiple parties should be 
able to contest elections.79 Furthermore, 86% of middle-class Chinese respect  
China’s political system and 83% believe the CCP represents their interests, while 
only 24% and 23% respectively support the formation of citizens’ non-governmental 
organisations or potentially disruptive demonstrations.80

In short, middle-class Chinese ‘are neither interested in democratic institutions, 
such as the fully competitive election of leaders without restriction on political  
parties, nor enthusiastic about participating in government affairs and politics.’81 
With one-party rule entrenched in China, the country certainly suffers what David  
Marquand called a ‘democratic deficit,’ and yet it seems to cause little disquiet among 
middle-class Chinese.82

Why is China’s middle-class largely indifferent towards democracy? In part, this  
is a product of the middle-class’ dependence on the state.83 As Lee points out,  
‘the CCP has conducted a tireless and largely successful campaign to co-opt, and in 
many respects create, the rising educated and economic classes.’84 As well as overseeing 
the emergence of the socioeconomic environment that created China’s massive new 
middle-class in the last 40 years, the CCP provides middle-class Chinese with jobs  
and career opportunities within the state apparatus, and has encouraged business  
owners and entrepreneurs to join the party since the 1990s.85

In Chen and Lu’s survey, ‘a majority (about 60 percent) of middle-class  
respondents were employed in the state apparatus,’ and, not surprisingly, there is 
a significant ‘negative correlation between employment in the state apparatus and 
support for democracy and democratization.’86 This means that ‘China’s authoritarian  
leaders have ensured that the middle classes’ future is tied to the Party’s’: The CCP  
offers an invaluable network to those in the private sector and a salary to those in the 
public sector.87 Far from being an agent for democratisation, the CCP’s successful  
co-opting of China’s emerging middle-class has made it what China expert Jonathan 
Unger calls a ‘bulwark of the current regime’ that effectively blocks the path  
to democracy.88

Not only is the Chinese middle-class unlikely to be an agent for regime change,  
but the Chinese population-at-large is not in the mood to rebel against the political 
system. There is a significant negative correlation between satisfaction with social  
and economic status and support for democracy within China’s general population.89 
This suggests that the more satisfied people are with their social and economic  
conditions, the less supportive they are of democratic change.

‡‡‡‡  There are admittedly limitations on how accurate any picture of the attitudes and aspirations of individuals living 
under authoritarian regimes can be. Pollsters will often be unable to ask questions freely, respondents may be reluctant 
to answer honestly, and the understanding of key democratic values and procedures may differ.
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Given how comfortable and optimistic the Chinese people are, broad-based calls 
for democratisation are a very distant prospect. The Chinese are more likely than 
any public in the 2012 Pew Global Attitudes Survey to say they are better off than  
their parents, while China is the world leader in hope for the future on a composite 
index of optimism.90 Added to this, 72% of Chinese say they are satisfied with 
national conditions, and 76% expect to improve their position in society over the 
next five years.91 With the Chinese economy on track to expand at approximately  
7% annually over the next decade despite the aftershocks of the global financial and 
sovereign debt crises, Chinese optimism is likely to prove well founded.92 Indeed, even 
if fewer Chinese are dependent on the state as employees of state-owned enterprises 
(SOEs) as a result of ongoing economic liberalisation and the growth of the private 
sector, continued economic expansion would still provide a powerful rationale for  
the political status quo.

Just as China’s emerging middle-class does not make democratisation inevitable, 
severe economic, social, environmental and political problems do not guarantee  
political reform. To be sure, China’s one-party system aggravates some of the country’s 
economic, social, environmental and political problems. For example, corruption is  
likely to be exacerbated by an absence of the checks and balances provided by  
government transparency and free media.93 This is consistent with estimates 
that approximately 60% of the 60 most corrupt countries and nearly all the 30 most  
corrupt countries are authoritarian, while 90% of the 60 least corrupt countries are 
democratic.94 However, even those economic, social, environmental and political 
problems that are compounded by China’s authoritarian system are not entirely due  
to authoritarianism and would not necessarily be solved by democratisation, while  
other serious challenges are largely unrelated to the CCP’s one-party rule.

The secretiveness of authoritarian regimes might offer easy refuge for corrupt  
officials: It is no surprise that some of the most corrupt regimes have been  
authoritarian (e.g. the dictatorships of Mohamed Suharto in Indonesia, Ferdinand 
Marcos in the Philippines, and Mobutu Sese Seko in Zaire).95 However, corruption  
is not just a systemic problem in non-democratic systems of government, which  
suggests that democratisation would not be a panacea for China’s endemic corruption.

Transparency International (TI) places India, the world’s largest democracy,  
14 places below China on its Corruption Perceptions Index, which ranks countries  
and territories based on perceptions of public sector corruption.96 Although  
government transparency and a free media in India’s democracy might lower its  
position in the TI index by bringing more corruption to light, corruption is clearly  
not just the product of a country’s system of government.97 It would therefore be  
grossly simplistic to attribute all of China’s problems with corruption to its  
authoritarian system, or to assume that corruption could be eliminated through 
democratic reforms.

The OCP and forced land seizures are certainly unpopular and poorly  
administered policies, but democracies are not immune from bad public policy.  
Equally, World Health Organization data shows that China’s pollution levels are not 
dissimilar to those in other developing countries, irrespective of whether they are 
authoritarian or democratic.98 China’s unequal distribution of wealth is a source of  
social tension, but the latest data reveals that China’s GINI coefficient of income 
inequality has dropped from 0.51 in 2010 to 0.49 in 2012, while the share of  
income of the top 10% of households declined from 26 times the share of the bottom 
10% in 2007 to 20.9 times the share of the bottom 10% in 2011.99 Finally, the unrest  
and separatism in China’s western provinces are replicated to varying degrees in  
numerous democracies: Basque separatism in Spain, the West Papuan independence 
movement in Indonesia, the Corsican National Liberation Front in France, the Tamil 
independence movement in Sri Lanka, and so on.100

Although democracy may be a ‘means to good governance,’ it would be naïve to 
expect it to solve all of China’s challenges.101 As Kishore Mahbubani, a former senior 
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Singaporean diplomat, observes: Democracy is not a ‘sufficient condition for good 
governance.’102 Just as authoritarianism is not the root cause of many of China’s 
challenges, democracy would not immediately neutralise corruption, poor public  
policy, and social unrest.

Accountable authoritarianism
Democratisation is not a panacea for all of China’s economic, social, environmental 
and political ills. But this does not necessarily mean that the current authoritarian  
system will be able to effectively mitigate these problems within the framework of  
one-party rule. Could these strains on China’s authoritarian model be severe enough  
to undermine the legitimacy of CCP rule and make a democratic transition irresistible?

Notwithstanding the CCP’s many detractors, the theory of ‘accountable 
authoritarianism’ developed in this report suggests that China’s authoritarian system 
is not fated to collapse. Building a prosperous and powerful China under one-
party rule will require reforms to stamp out corruption, manage environmental  
degradation, and rein in government interference in social and economic affairs.  
Despite the CCP’s steadfast commitment to perpetuating its own political dominance 
through repression and violence, the party also has the will and wherewithal to  
see through such an ambitious reform agenda.103

The key to the CCP’s survival will be its pragmatic reformism: It recognises that 
constant adaptation is a prerequisite for power and political longevity. This is most 
strikingly highlighted by China’s economic revitalisation over the last 35 years. When 
Mao Zedong died in 1976, the Chinese economy was contracting by 1.6% annually  
and GDP per capita was a paltry US$163.104 Determined to dismantle the most 
suffocating elements of Maoist central planning, the reform-minded Deng Xiaoping 
de-collectivised agricultural production and created business-friendly special 
economic zones. Since Deng launched China’s real Great Leap Forward, the economy 
has experienced uninterrupted expansion, annual economic growth has averaged  
10%, and GDP per capita has risen to more than US$5,500.105

The CCP might be avowedly authoritarian, but it is what has been called  
a ‘Darwinian Leninist Party.’106 In Deng’s words, the guiding philosophy of the CCP’s 
accountable authoritarianism is not communism but evolution through pragmatic 
reform: ‘It doesn’t matter whether a cat is black or white, as long as it catches mice.’107

Another revealing example of the CCP’s reformist authoritarianism is the  
introduction of village elections, which have made local government somewhat more 
effective and responsive, despite also preserving the CCP’s monopoly on political  
power. Starting in the early 1980s, elections were introduced at the village level of 
government, and by 1988, village leaders were charged with responsibility for fiscal 
management, land allocation and education.108 By the mid-1990s, 90% of village 
leaders held their posts by virtue of popular ballots, with open nominations becoming 
national law in 1998.109 Elected village leaders are unlikely to openly oppose central 
government policy, and CCP influence can decide electoral outcomes.110 Nevertheless, 
elected leaders can delay or ineffectively enforce unpopular measures, such as the  
OCP and the forced expropriation of land.111 Village elections thereby provide citizens 
with some protection from Beijing’s edicts and ensure that government spending better 
reflects local preferences.112

The CCP is authoritarian in that it will not countenance any challenge to one- 
party rule. Yet it is also clearly willing to undertake necessary reforms to consolidate 
its power, stave off popular dissatisfaction, and ensure that government remains 
at least minimally responsive to the will of the people.113 This accountable 
authoritarianism means the party will reform public policy where necessary to  
adapt to new economic, political and social challenges, while also jealously guarding 
its position of unrivalled political power.114 In other words, the CCP melds both  
quasi-democratic impulses towards more accountability and responsiveness with 
determination to not cede control over the organs of state.
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As the label suggests, a key element of Beijing’s accountable authoritarianism is 
government oversight and responsiveness to the demands of citizens. Despite using 
repression and violence to cement its grip on government, the CCP exhibits genuine 
resolve to clamp down on corruption, overhaul the deeply unpopular regime of  
forced land expropriations, tackle chronic pollution, and reduce income inequality.

Acknowledging that corruption poses a ‘severe challenge’ to CCP rule and must 
be combatted for ‘the party and the country,’ President Xi Jinping’s administration 
has launched an Internet-based platform for ‘netizens’ to report cases of corruption.115 
Although selective and at least partly motivated by internal jockeying for political power 
in the party leadership, the CCP has also pursued a series of high-profile corruption 
investigations against senior officials.116 This comes on the back of a revised land 
management law stipulating that farmers be paid ‘fair’ market value for their  
land to minimise exploitation by officials who acquire farmland cheaply and sell it  
at a massive mark-up to businesses.117 The CCP’s 2011–15 five-year plan also includes 
spending commitments worth more than US$350 billion to reduce pollution, 
while policies have been enacted to limit coal consumption, reduce water and air 
contamination, and take high-polluting vehicles off the roads.118 Finally, with income 
inequality falling slightly in recent years, there are tentative signs that the CCP will  
live up to its longstanding commitment to narrowing the yawning gap between  
rich and poor.119

Essential clean government, land management, and environmental and social 
policy initiatives will face stiff resistance from vested interests. Nevertheless, they are 
consistent with the CCP’s impressive track record of reform over the last 40 years: 
from moribund socialist economics and brutal totalitarianism to state capitalism and  
a massive expansion of personal freedoms. Like Deng’s spectacularly successful  
program of economic liberalisation, these reforms show that the CCP is not a rigid  
and doctrinaire organisation. The CCP certainly wants to stay in power, but it will 
abandon ideological verities of old and pull vested interests off the public teat if that 
means securing its own power and long-term survival.

Just as surely as the Chinese model of accountable authoritarianism produces 
public policy that better reflects community preferences in some policy arenas,  
it also employs repression. The CCP muzzles speech that questions its rule and is  
intent on subordinating the Chinese legal system to the party. Although China’s more 
than 550 million Internet users pose a massive challenge to the CCP’s attempts to  
control the flow of information, the party has not abandoned the goal of shutting  
down forms of expression that challenge its power.120 In a thinly veiled move to quash 
dissenting political comment, the CCP in 2013 decided to charge netizens with 
defamation if social media messages that spread ‘rumours’ are visited by 5,000 users  
or reposted more than 500 times.121

Despite attempts to use high-profile prosecutions of senior officials, such as 
former Chongqing party secretary Bo Xilai and former railways minister Liu Zhijun,  
as evidence of the rule of law, the CCP continues to rule by means of the law and 
exhibits little tolerance of a truly independent judiciary.122 Indeed, the CCP’s  
denunciation of constitutionalism in 2013 in the leaked ‘Document No. 9’ suggests  
that, like the military, the legal system should remain at the behest of the CCP 
leadership.123 With Beijing still taking its cue from the Mao-era decree that ‘party 
policy is the soul of the law,’ genuine rule of law remains aspiration rather than reality  
in China.124

Notwithstanding the CCP’s repression of dissent and jealously guarded monopoly  
on political power, the party does not preside over a blunt and rigid authoritarian  
regime. Although unable to claim legitimacy through electoral victories, the CCP 
carefully ensures that government decisions in a wide range of policy arenas are 
broadly responsive to the will of the people.125 This evolving model of accountable  
authoritarianism thereby combines top-down decision-making with sensitivity to 
popular opinion to ensure that public policy reflects society’s preferences, provided,  
of course, that these preferences do not challenge the CCP’s political dominance.
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An alternative route to the end of history?
Although Fukuyama’s detractors painted him as an overzealous liberal triumphalist,  
The End of History and the Last Man concludes on a decidedly cautious note. Fukuyama 
acknowledged that we can neither be certain that all societies are moving towards 
capitalist liberal democracy, nor that societies will not eventually abandon this political 
and economic system after adopting it.126 The closing paragraph distils this measured 
assessment with the metaphor of a wagon train of humanity exploring new and  
untested political and economic ways of life:

It is doubtful that we are at that point now [such that any reasonable person  
looking at the situation would be forced to agree that there had been only one  
journey and one destination], for despite the recent worldwide liberal  
revolution, the evidence available to us now concerning the direction of the 
wagons’ wanderings must remain provisionally inconclusive. Nor can we in 
the final analysis know, provided a majority of the wagons eventually reach  
the same town, whether their occupants, having looked around a bit at their  
new surroundings, will not find them inadequate and set their eyes on a new  
and more distant journey.127

The Chinese model of accountable authoritarianism exemplifies just how  
circuitous the wagon-wanderings may be. Consistent with Fukuyama’s predictions, 
the CCP presides over a political and economic system that embodies more and more 
elements of capitalist liberal democracy. The Chinese economy has been supercharged  
by a measure of economic liberalisation, while the power of Chinese leaders is 
circumscribed by the imperative to not lose legitimacy in the eyes of citizens, and  
their actions are scrutinised by powerful non-electoral monitory mechanisms, such 
as social media.128 And yet China is far from Fukuyama’s image of a capitalist liberal 
democratic state at the end of history: The CCP monopolises political power—in 
characteristically Maoist fashion, with the barrel of a gun, if necessary—and with 
control over 144,700 SOEs that rake in 43% of China’s total industrial and business 
profit, government still has a commanding hand in the economy.129

What lesson should we draw from the survival and strength of China’s capitalist 
and reformist version of authoritarianism? Public opinion and the consensus among 
journalists, policymakers and academics suggests that the CCP’s continued reign  
masks deep-seated structural tensions that will eventually force the party out of office.130 
For liberal democrats wedded to the universal legitimacy of individual rights and 
freedoms and parliamentary democracy, this is an alluring diagnosis. But it arguably 
overlooks a more plausible outcome: The CCP will navigate an alternative route to the 
end of history. Capitalist liberal democracy still ‘constitutes the best possible solution  
to the human problem,’ but as China’s accountable authoritarianism seems to show,  
it is not the only effective solution.131

Notwithstanding the internal and external challenges to perpetual CCP rule  
(see Appendix), and despite assurances from its detractors that it cannot last, the  
Chinese model of accountable authoritarianism has had a remarkably successful few 
decades. The CCP has been able to maintain its monopoly on political power while 
adapting its economic and political system to spur development and ensure that the 
state remains attuned to many of the concerns of citizens.132 And with President Xi 
determined to realise the ‘Chinese dream’ of continued modernisation and ever  
greater prosperity, the one-party state is set to continue delivering on many of the 
demands of the Chinese people, and thereby secure power and political survival.133

In 1998, US President Bill Clinton castigated Beijing on its failure to live up 
to liberal ideals by suggesting that the regime was ‘on the wrong side of history.’134  
This was certainly true of the CCP’s brutal, bloody and intellectually bankrupt  
Maoist past. But by continuing to pursue a moderate reformist agenda within the 
framework of one-party rule, the CCP may yet carve out an enduring place at  
the end of history for its own brand of accountable authoritarianism.135
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Appendix: The future of Chinese Communist Party rule
Even if the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is able to implement an effective reform agenda to deal  
with underlying economic, political, social and environmental problems, ‘black swan’ events could 
derail the party’s rule. For example, if China experienced a bout of severe inflation or hyperinflation, 
the CCP would likely face a serious crisis of legitimacy. Witness the role of inflation in fomenting 
deep dissatisfaction with government in the lead up to the Arab Spring.135 Severe inflation or  
hyperinflation would be particularly dangerous for the CCP given China’s unusually high savings rate:  
At more than 50%, China has the highest rate of personal savings in the world, according to the  
IMF.136 By destroying the value of savings and putting the basic necessities of life beyond the reach of 
many ordinary citizens, inflation could become a powerful force for political instability, and ultimately,  
even regime change.

More broadly, CCP rule could be undermined by the inevitable slackening of economic growth  
rates. Of course, a great deal depends on how much growth the Chinese people expect and how  
willing they would be to voice their dissatisfaction with failures to meet expectations. Nevertheless,  
as the Chinese economy expands at a slower rate, which some analysts predict could average as  
low as 3% to 4% annually for the decade after 2013, a dangerous gap could emerge between China’s  
economic reality and Chinese aspirations.137 Although it is difficult to predict how such an  
expectations gap will affect the populace’s perceptions of the CCP, it could set in motion a groundswell  
of discontent with the regime and imperil the one-party state.138

Any expectations gap is likely to have further destabilising effects if the CCP is unable to shake off 
the perception that the ruling elite is exploiting its position to secure its own wealth. As demonstrated  
by the CCP’s concerted effort to crack down on corruption—or at least appear to do so—and the  
attempt to suppress stories of the staggering wealth acquired by the families of Chinese political  
leaders, such as former Premier Wen Jiabao and current President Xi Jinping, the CCP is guided by  
the imperative of projecting a clean image, if not actually offering clean government.139 The CCP  
knows that its survival will in part hinge on whether the party is able to follow the logic of  
enlightened self-interest that controls kleptocratic impulses in the name of political preservation.

The seeds of democratisation could also eventually germinate thanks to the efforts of the CCP’s 
own leadership. The regular references to China’s democratic future of the Hu Jintao and Wen  
administration have not been echoed during Xi’s presidency.140 At the same time, senior CCP officials  
and Chinese academics caution that democracy requires a ‘preparatory phase’ to ensure that the right 
‘economic, cultural and practical conditions are in place,’ while also advising that China should ‘insist 
on a democratic model that suits itself.’141 Nevertheless, there remain regular murmurings among  
influential party figures that ‘democracy is the best political system for humankind,’ and that China 
will eventually become democratic because ‘the great revival of the Chinese nation cannot be achieved  
without democracy.’142

It is admittedly unclear what precisely ‘democracy with Chinese characteristics’ entails. Would 
it mean full-blown liberal democracy or the managed version of democracy envisioned by former  
Premier Zhao Ziyang—‘Chinese citizens can enjoy genuine democracy and freedom under the  
leadership of the party’?143 Irrespective of the precise vision of China’s democratic future, it seems that,  
in the words of one senior CCP official: ‘The debate in China is no longer about whether to have  
democracy, but about when and how.’144
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